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As the libel itself in the 1585 version expresses its reliance upon a nobleman at
the Court, the question is " What nobleman?" Of two MS versions of the " Co fie
of a Letter" in the British Museum, one (Harleian 557) is dated 1584, and
apparently contemporary; the other, Harleian 405, is in a iyth century hand. In
the earlier MS, dated 1584, there is a jotting (on folio 17) that " Mrs Anne
Vavasour" was a Maid of Honour. This recalls to us that Mistress Vavasour had
repulsed Charles Arundel, a man of good ancestry but unchivalrous character, who
took his revenge by scandalous imputations upon " Nan Vavasour " and Burghley's
son-in-law Edward, Earl of Oxford. These scandals were included in a long list of
charges hurled at Oxford in effort to upset his favour with the Queen; and stir up
general strife at the Court. One of the accusations was that Oxford indulged in
"daily railing" against Leicester, and intended his murder!1
The marginal note about Anne Vavasour suggested to the present writer a
comparison of both libels. The attack upon Lord Oxford, preserved in the Record
Office, is unpublished.2 In its verbose vehemence, feeble reasoning, violent
vituperation and exuberant indecency, blended with claims to exalted motives, the
1581 attack closely resembles the 1584 libel.
In an "Addition du translateur" appended to the 1585 printed French version
of the latter, the two English courtiers whom the libeller singles out for laudatory
mention are "Monseigneur Henry Harrard" and "Monsieur Charles Arundel"
whose erstwhile " grand reputation et credit" with the Queen is said to have been
overthrown through the " persecution malitieuse et molante " exercised by Leicester
against these " gentilshommes honorable*."*
No such persecution has been discovered; and Howard (" Harrard ") was not
" overthrown." The suspicion under which he fell in 1581 soon abated; and his
career of successful duplicity was continued into the reign of James I. His secret
dealings would never have become known, had not Mendoza's letters, printed in
1896, revealed him as a well-paid agent of Spain; and had not certain later private
effusions survived, which Howard in 1600 asked his co-conspirator to " slice or
burn." (These will be quoted in their place). Charles Arundel also appears on
Mendoza's list of Spanish pensioners.4
Two 20th century antiquarians, reprinting some of the stories from the Leicester
libels, termed these slanders " Howard traditions." If this term is correct, Lord
Henry Howard may have been the pamphleteer's unnamed patron at the Court in
!See B,M. Ward's "The Seventeenth Earl of Oxford/' 1928, for the case of C. Arundel.
2 Since this section was written, some extracts have appeared in Captain B. M. Ward's " The Seven-
teenth Earl of Oxford" with answers.
*"Monseigneur Harry Harrard" (the French printer's mangling of Howard) is one of the signs that
the translator was not English. Grandson of the 3rd Duke of Norfolk and son of Henry Earl of
Surrey, after the Earl's elder son Thomas had been restored to the forfeited Dukedom of Norfolk
Henry Howard became " Lord Henry " as if he had been a Duke's son. Even so, he who was not
a peer, was not, on the strength of a courtesy title, correctly styled " Uomeigneur"
4Cal: S.P.S. Vol. Ill; E.E. Vol. V, p, 144.

